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Upcoming Dates:
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By invite only due to Covid
7.00pm via live stream
Junior Reports Distributed
11-12-20
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Students Final Day
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3–02-21 & 4-02-21
Years 7,11,12 Return 2021
05-02-2021
Year 8,9,10 Return 2021
08-02-2021

Some happy events have certainly helped to usher out what has been
a uniquely challenging year. Our resilient Year 12 students enjoyed a
pretty fantastic Graduation Formal on Thursday 12th November in the
Town Hall. My sincere thanks to all who worked together to make the
evening a special one for Year 12. Thanks in particular to our savy
P&C who sought and obtained a $3000 grant to help fund the formal.
Last Friday our community was treated to a stunning Naidoc
assembly, further details within. Thank you to all staff and students
who contributed to the day and especially to Alison Stanton, Craig
Asby and Verena Bukovac for their wonderful leadership of the event.
Change is a constant in schools and so it is that the year’s end will
mark the conclusion of some colleagues time with us. Ms Nisar will
return to the ”big smoke” and Mr. Ashby is also heading east and has
taken up an appointment at St. Greg’s Campbelltown. Our best
wishes and gratitude are extended to these staff for the next chapter
in their careers. We will do our best to nurture Mr. Ashby’s legacy of
language learning in our school. Thanks also to Ms. Kathy Hutt and
Mr. Graham Boynton who have been teaching with us this semester,
and whilst on staffing matters, our gratitude to Mrs. Karine Williams
who will conclude her time with us as School Psychologist. Her
absolute dedication to our students’ wellbeing has been of enormous
value to our community.
I highly recommend a read of our wonderful Orion Magazine. The
9/10 Media Pub class, under the tuition of Ms. Emma Rankmore and
Mr. Turner, have produced a quality edition. Special mention to our
acclaimed photographer Alishea Rankin who honed her skills in this
class.
Finally, I acknowledge our amazing Canteen team led by Mrs. Sue
Hinks, Mrs. Trish Watson and Ms. Vicki Zakrzewski. Their delicious,
healthy and creative dishes have nurtured us well in this challenging
year.
On behalf of staff we thank all families for their support throughout the
year and we wish all students and their families a Happy Christmas
and safe and restorative holiday.
We look forward to learning with you in 2021.

Excellence
Resilience
Respect

Ms. Mary Doolan
Principal
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9/10 Debating Team 2020
The 9/10 Debating Team for 2020 consisted of Year 9
students; Laura Williams, Alex Letts, Declan Eshman and Shafin
Salim. We had many close debates, and Coonabarabran put up
insightful and thoughtful arguments each round.
We faced some challenging and controversial
topics in each round of debating. The team fought
hard under difficult circumstances with the
debates being held via Zoom only. The 9/10
Debating Team finished our debating season with
a 2/3 win record and should be commended for
their perseverance and dedication. The team were
able to accept feedback with maturity and the
ability to implement what they learned in the
rounds that followed.
The team represented the school to the highest
degree and should be
congratulated for their efforts. The
team is very much looking forward
to debating again in 2021.

Over the past 12
months, D7 students
have teamed up with
Mrs Cottrill, Mrs Houley, Ms Rankmore and the sustainability grant to
update our garden area outside of the D7 classroom. Students have
laid artificial turf and pavers to create a seating area. Ms Rankmore
purchased new floor cushions for students to enjoy when learning
outside. Students also worked together to build a new swing to be
utilised when they need time to self regulate. And, with equity funding in 2021 we have
just added an additional two egg chairs. Swinging helps students with autism regulate
their behaviours, helps students feel safe, and helps to calm their overly stimulated
senses. Students have worked tirelessly to plant seedlings, water produce and harvest
vegetables and herbs from their hard work.
Students have grown
carrots, which were used
in The Breadknife Cafe’s famous carrot cake,
spinach, tomatoes, rocket, mint, coriander, onions,
spring onions and chives. Students have enjoyed
the process of planting and watching their produce
grow, and being able to eat what they’ve grown.
Both teachers and students find this a relaxing
area. Our D7 garden has become an area for
students to work outside, to sit and relax and enjoy
the rural outlook.
In 2021, we look forward to completing the mural
on the outside of the building. This will be the final
process in the beautification of the D7 garden.

D7 GARDEN
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P & C President’s rePort
Thank you to everyone who has continued to support our P&C through a particularly challenging
year.
We have been fortunate to continue to be able to raise some funds and apply for grants that have
helped to support a few school initiatives. We have also built some savings for projects in 2021,
where hopefully, some of the restrictions of Covid-19 will ease and our students will be able to
participate in more events that we can support.
There are two final fundraisers for 2020

Cherry Drive - if you haven’t already ordered yours, there are a few more days.

Blue Sky Cheese Hampers – a wonderful gift for the person who has everything – also a few
more days left to place your order.
As soon as we are able to meet, we will hold the P&C AGM. Importantly, we know that we need a
volunteer for the role of P&C Secretary – thank you to Gary Eriksson who has held this role for a
number of years, your support is most appreciated.
If you would like to share ideas, but do not like committees, please feel free to email us at
chspnc@gmail.com
Wishing everyone in our school community a happy and safe holiday season.
Merry Christmas!
Karine Williams

FRESH CHERRY DRIVE

Premium cherries will be supplied fresh from the Roth
family's orchard in Mudgee as a fundraising drive for
Coonabarabran High school.
Delivery is expected to be in the second week of December
14th, 15th or 16th (the date depends on the season as they
will be delivered the day after picking.)
We will let you know delivery date closer to the time and cherries will need to
be collected that day.
This is a great fundraiser for our school and brings us beautiful fresh cherries
for Christmas!
Please call the school office to place your order. Orders will be finalized by 9th
December 2020.

2kg Box
$30

5kg Box
$60
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PHOTOGRAPHY
‘Looking through our window’

Rural and Remote photo competition.
As part of the competition, public schools were invited to
submit up to 10 photos in a story celebrating the unique
perspectives and unusual features of learning in a rural and
remote education setting.
There were five categories with the winning school in each
receiving $2,500 with $1,500 and $1,000 awarded for second
and third place. The prize money will be shared between the
winning schools for projects to improve their school
environments.
Year 10 student Alishea Rankin, with the assistance of her
Media Publishing teacher Miss Emma Rankmore, submitted
a 10 photograph photo-story for the competition, highlighting
the amazing parts of and opportunities at Coonabarabran
High School. Our school placed second in the
High School section, winning the school
$1500 prize money. The prize money will be
put towards printing the photographs
highlighting aspects of
various faculties onto large
acrylic mounting and placing
them around the school.
Emma Rankmore

Right:
Alishea
Rankin

A selection of the second placed winning entries photographed
by Alishea Rankin.
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Naidoc Celebrations
2020
Our school community came together for the most wonderful NAIDOC Assembly
on Friday 27th November. Highlights of the assembly included Mr. Ashby’s
inspirational address entitled “Education is Key”, the Year 8 Gamilaraay LOTE
Performance of the song “Yabbying” written by Year 8 student Riley Fleming, and
the spellbinding performances of our CHS Warrambul Dancers, both boys and
girls. Special guest, Mr. Chris Shaw (Director of Educational Leadership)
presented Mr. Ashby with his Nanga Mai Award for Outstanding Leadership of
Aboriginal Languages.
At the conclusion of the special assembly the community shared a BBQ lunch and
then enjoyed workshops in art, jewellery making and games. Thanks to the team
from the Warrumbungle EEC for their support of the art workshops.
Notwithstanding the heat, the event was a happy one of pride and celebration.

Mary Doolan
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MUSIC EXAMS
Seven Music students who are currently
having Skype lessons with Mark Walton
completed their AMEB Online Video
Repertoire Music Exams earlier this term. The
students are as follows:
Alex McWhirter – Grade 3 Trumpet; Ellah
Bowmaker and Megan Hain – Grade 2
Clarinet; Sam Bowman – Grade 1 Saxophone;
Riley Fleming – Grade 2 Saxophone; Clover
Hippisley – Grade 3 Clarinet; Declan Eshman
– Grade 4 Saxophone.
All these students put a huge amount of work
into their preparation and spent many hours
rehearsing after school and on weekends –
that’s apart from having Skype lessons
during their lunch times. The recording
process also involved quite a few hours of
work after school hours and these students should be commended for their hard work. A HUGE thank
you goes to Mark Walton, who has not only taught the students, but who has, and continues to, inspire
them to do their best.
Aimee Rossler
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FOREVER
DARE
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OPEN GIRLS CRICKET
TEAM
After a long year with limited sporting opportunities for our
students a welcome change has arrived in Term 4
with the Open Girls Cricket Team hosting Wee Waa at
home for the first round of the North-West Knockout. For
many of the girls this was their first cricket match and they
committed themselves admirably to the task at training,
learning the technique and laws of the game.
Wee Waa won the toss and chose to field.
Coonabarabran performed well with the bat finishing their 25 overs on 8/86, of particular note was
Claudia Eastburn's top score of 20 with numerous 4's and Alirah Watton's long stint occupying the crease
for most of the innings with a solid defensive technique and steady accumulation of runs.
Having set Wee Waa a solid target of 87 the girls
started well with the ball taking several quick
wickets through some excellent catching from
Madison Heywood, Rose Watton and Eliza Walker.
Tight bowling saw the team control the innings from
the start Claudia Eastburn taking 3 wickets in her
four overs of pace, supported by the rest of the
bowling unit of Madison Heywood, Kada Hutt,
Taylah Dawson and Alirah Watton, eventually
dismissing Wee Waa for 49 runs in the 23rd over.
Coonabarabran will now go on
to face the winner of the match
between Narrabri and Warialda.
Watch this space!

Under 14’s Cricket Team
The Under 14's CHS Boys Cricket Team donned their whites
last week against Gulargambone Central school for round one
of the CHS Cricket Knockout. The students were victorious!
Coonabarabran batted first, and made 142 runs, with Year 8
student Cameron Whittall top scoring at 48 runs.
Gulargambone then entered and for the second ball of their
innings, Cameron knocked over their opening batsman for
zero, smashing a bale in the process. Cameron went on to
claim another three wickets, with other stand out bowlers
being Cooper Thompson and Orlando Bunner. Coonabarabran
bowled Gulargambone out for 48 runs, which put us into round two against Peel High.
Coonabarabran won on a forfeit. Round three (Northwest semi final) saw us travel to Narrabri to
take on Warialda on a forty-three degree scorcher. Warialda batted first and made 204
runs, unfortunately, Coonabarabran came a close second, finishing in the top four in the Northwest.
Well done team!
We’re on the Web! View online at www.coonabarabranhigh.com
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FARM VEHICLE SAFETY COURSE
On 16 and 17 November, four Year 11 Primary Industries students
attended a Farm Vehicle Safety Course at the Dubbo TAFE.
The aim of the course was for students to learn the latest safe operation
of both 2-wheeler and 4-wheeler motorbikes. This required the students to
get hands-on experience with riding these motorbikes under the watchful eye of their
instructor Tom Toule.
They received a helmet and leather gloves as part of the course. Despite the students actually
having quite some experience in riding motorbikes, all of them learnt extra skills over the two
days about how shifting their weight around corners and up and down slopes, improves the
stability and safety of the bikes. The weather was hot and windy but this did not deter the students who completed these competencies successfully, both practically and with a written
knowledge test.
The students were exceptionally behaved over the two days with the instructor impressed with
their level of maturity and their
determination to demonstrate the
new-found riding styles.
Tom commented that this group
was one of the best he had seen
for a while, and that they all had
the employability skills that he
was looking for in an employee.
Well done to Jono, Charlie,
Cameron and Matt on their efforts
and attitudes throughout the
excursion.

On 2 of November 20 young ladies from Years
9 and 10 attended the SALT
workshop SALT – Supporting and Linking
Tradeswomen provides support and mentorship
to women seeking apprenticeships in the trades
and provides a forum for women to meet other
tradeswomen. As well as the hands on
activities the girls were given an insight into the day in the life of a tradeswoman and
the benefits of a career in trades – from earning a good wage enabling them to support
themselves and families to starting
up their own business.
It was an amazing day with the
students accessing a mobile
workshop set up in the school’s
COLA.
The girls were instructed in the use
of power and hand tools with each
girl completing a carry
box.
Nancy Doolan
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The Chapo’s Christmas
Contemplations
As I reflect on this most extraordinary year, my mind wanders to the positive – more gardening,
bush walking and quiet times; less travelling and more intentional connecting locally; less meetings
and more reaching out to those who have been isolated; the instigation of a monthly online family
gathering and more communication with family and friends. For me, these difficult times have
helped to grow in me a greater appreciation for many things and people that I have often taken for
granted.
Can you think of things to be thankful for in what may have been a very difficult year for you?
These ponderings make me think of what both James and Paul wrote about tests and challenges, in
their letters in the Bible. That difficult times can be viewed as a gift when we allow them to produce
steadfastness and endurance. These in turn can help us to become mature and well developed with a
strength of character that helps to grow hope in us. Hope is a beautiful word to grab hold of with
both hands. This is what Christmas is about – finding hope in a little baby boy born in a cowshed,
in an obscure village, to a peasant woman. How is it that the birthday of this baby is celebrated
every year by millions of people right across the globe? How is it that our dating system is based
around the birth of a carpenter, who never wrote a book, held an office, owned a home, went to Uni
and did not even travel more than 300 kms from where he was born? Even though 2020 years have
come and gone, we still celebrate the life of this extraordinary person and who has impacted more
lives than any other.
We celebrate the birth of someone who brings to many :- hope, joy, peace and life.
I pray that during this Christmas season we will all come to experience a stronger hope, a deeper joy
and a more long-lasting peace. God bless you and keep you.
Narelle Pfeiffer
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ATTENDANCE MATTERS!
Daily attendance is one of the most vital pillars of educational success. This
week Mrs. Redden and Ms. Doolan had the pleasure of recognising our
strong attending students on assembly with certificates from the Home
School Liaison Officer.
Well done!

2021 HOUSE
CAPTAINS
Timor

Charlie Selmes
Maigan Meyers

Mopra

Matthew Hungerford
Molly Sutherland

Tibuc

Johnathan Evans
Ally Richards

Nandi

Cameron Worrell
Wilmie Van
Schalkwyk

Our students have elected their new
Sporting House Captains for 2021.
We look forward to their leadership and a
great year of sport!
We’re on the Web! View online at www.coonabarabranhigh.com
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ONLINE
MUSIC
LESSONS
Coonabarabran High School Music students have been exceptionally
privileged this year. Despite all the difficulties associated with Covid-19 and
our rural location, students have been able to make excellent progress in Music
as a result of some wonderful teachers in New South Wales and Tasmania.
Zac Pugh, a guitar teacher based in Launceston, Tasmania, spent quite a
few Friday mornings tutoring our Year 12 guitar students. Georgia Jackson,
Daniel Dicks and Luke Bonello received some specialist input from Zac to help
them prepare for the HSC Music Performance examination. David Henry, a
specialist trombone teacher based in Sydney, works with Year 11 student
Lachlan Eshman once a week in a Skype lesson.
Some of our younger students were lucky to have Zoom lessons with music
tutors based in Sydney.

Steve Lavis from Music Teaching Services
Australia very kindly offered some online lessons
for some of our musicians to help them develop
their practical skills. Flute students Tashani
Clarke, Josie Strong, Annabelle Rogers and
Sophia Bunting as well as saxophone students

Luke Richards and Ryan Maher participated in some Zoom lessons in Term 3.
During Term 4, bass guitar students Ayla Hoffmann, Molly Shannon and
Bianca Bragg, as well as drum student Abigail Walden had a few lessons with a
teacher based in Sydney.
Eleven of our students connect with the wonderful Mark Walton via Skype
once a week for some lessons as well. Clarinet students Ellah Bowmaker,
Megan Hain, Olivia Meier, Monique Bragg, Clover Hippisley and Claire
Butcher, as well as trumpet students Caleb Smith and Alexander McWhirter
have lessons with Mark on a weekly basis. Saxophone students Riley Fleming,
Declan Eshman and Sam Bowman also connect with Mark once a
week.
We are deeply grateful to all of these tutors for their time and
willingness to share their expertise with our students. It is due to
their dedication and commitment that our students are doing
such amazing work in Music.
Aimee Rossler
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AWARDS NIGHT 2020
Coonabarabran High School will be holding its annual Awards Night on Thursday 10 th December,
commencing at 7.00pm. Students receiving awards and invited guests will be required to be seated
by 6.45pm.
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, the number of guests allowed to attend this ceremony will be limited based
on available space in the school hall, by invite only. To facilitate the maximum number of guests,
students will be seated outdoors and will watch the ceremony via video link.
Attendance of guests will be strictly by invite only.
The ceremony will be live streamed so that those who are unable to attend will still be able to share in
the evening.
To view the ceremony the link below will be live from 7.00pm.
https://youtu.be/ly3ZnfrvQQg
We are looking forward to this special night which honours the achievement of our students, across a
variety of fields of endeavour, in this unprecedented year.
If you have any queries about our Awards Night please contact the office or Mrs Natasha Bell on
68 421099.
Mary doolan
Principal
Coonabarabran High School

natasha bell
Awards night co-ordinator

RE: COVID – 19 UPDATE
Dear Parents/Carers
NSW Public Schools continue to be safe learning environments which operate in line with the advice of
the Australian Health
Protection Principal Committee and NSW Health. All students should be learning on campus and in their
classroom with peers, unless they have a medical certificate to support their absence.
Parents and Carers are reminded that students should not attend school if they have flu-like symptoms.
Due to the low rates of
influenza currently circulating in our community, we must take symptoms seriously.
Continuing in 2021, students or staff who display flu-like symptoms
should not be at school. They are now required to show a negative
COVID-19 test result and be free of
flu-like symptoms before returning to school.
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Fresh Tastes
Healthy Food at
School

CHS CANTEEN

RED DAY

SLICE
&

WEDNESDAY
9TH
DECEMBER

JELLY CUPS

SPECIALS
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What’ll Happen to the
Wattle??!
One Giant Leap Australia Foundation is sending native golden wattle seeds to the
International Space Station in early December, 2020.
In collaboration with the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) the seeds
will live in space for six months, returning to Australia in time for Science Week 2021.
Supported by the Australian Space Agency, the "What’ll happen with the wattle??!" program was offered to
more than 150 schools, scout groups and Australian Air Force Cadets across Australia.
The Science Faculty at Coona High decided that this would be a fantastic opportunity for a brilliant longterm science experiment, so we entered, posting a short video and written submission stating why we
should be part of this wonderful program……..and we were successful!!!!!
The launch will be on Sunday 6 December . You can watch the launch using the following link:
https://fb.me/e/g7URj2Zg0
After the seeds have been on the International Space Station for 6 months, we will receive wattle seeds that
have flown to space, plus seeds that have not. All of the seeds are from the same seed lot.
We will then germinate and grow the seeds, recording data about the germination and seed growth. Data
will be uploaded to the ‘What’ll happen to the wattle??!’ app.
The 12-month to 2 year project will result in the creation of a nationwide map
identifying the location of Australia’s ‘space wattle’ trees.
Maleisah Eshman

Industrial Timber
This years’ Year 11 Industrial Technology Timber
students recently completed a wood turning
project on the lathes. The project was a celtic
cross inlayed rolling pin, which consisted of the
main rolling pin being radiata pine with darker strips
of Victorian ash used for the inlay. This was a
reasonably complex process which required a high
level of care, patience and attention to detail. The
Year 11 students were able to complete their rolling
pins to a very high standard. We tested them by
rolling out their own ‘home made’ pizzas from
scratch. The celtic cross rolling pins looked
fantastic and the pizzas tasted just as good!
Dan Stewart
We’re on the Web! View online at www.coonabarabranhigh.com
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Softball Breaks the
COVID Drought
It was an early morning start for the drive to Tamworth but it was
totally worth it. The girls had been training for weeks and were ready
to play, and play they did. Six teams travelled from all around the region to compete with many girls also trialling for the North West
Softball Team. Our girls were just warming up in the first game
against Tamworth, a more experienced team, but this did not curb
their enthusiasm, instead, they watched and learned and got the hang
of it pretty quickly. Hannah and Kayla proved to be naturals in the infield, Elsie’s glove was safer with every throw to first base and Ella made a fantastic debut as catcher. Their second game
against Baradine was a highly contested battle with pride at stake. Our outfielders Georgia, Monique and Lily did a great
job and some fantastic batting and base running from Kayla, Indi, Hannah and Tilly had the team scoring runs but just not enough. Finally, the
team played Narrabri in another close match, but not even with our senior players Ally, Maddie, Claudia and Alirah could we score enough runs
to win. We did however, find a hidden talent in Indi who stepped up and
impressed us all as catcher. A big thankyou to Narelle for driving the bus
and supporting the team, to Hannah Meier (we called in the big guns)
and Mr Lawson who assisted with the coaching. A HUGE congratulations to Maddie Heywood, Alirah Watton and Claudia Eastburn for making the North West Representative Squad!

Sherelle Moore

COONABARABRAN HIGH SCHOOL
P&C FUNDRAISER

BLUE SKY CHEESE HAMPERS
$100
EACH

Please call the school office to place your
order.
Ph: 68 421099
Final orders 7th December. Delivery
following week December.

Perfect for Christmas!
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